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Summary. Ð While community-based natural resource management (CBNRM) now
attracts widespread international attention, its practical implementation frequently falls
short of expectations. This paper contributes to emerging critiques by focusing on the
implications of intracommunity dynamics and ecological heterogeneity. It builds a
conceptual framework highlighting the central role of institutions Ð regularized pat-
terns of behavior between individuals and groups in society Ð in mediating environ-
ment-society relationships. Grounded in an extended form of entitlements analysis, the
framework explores how di�erently positioned social actors command environmental
goods and services that are instrumental to their well-being. Further insights are drawn
from analyses of social di�erence; ``new'', dynamic ecology; new institutional eco-
nomics; structuration theory, and landscape history. The theoretical argument is illus-
trated with case material from India, South Africa and Ghana. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION

The consensus in the wake of the United
Nations Conference on Environment and De-
velopment (UNCED) suggests that the imple-
mentation of what has come to be known as
``sustainable development'' should be based on
local-level solutions derived from community
initiatives (Ghai and Vivian, 1992; Ghai, 1994).
This reasoning comes with a long pedigree,
dating at least from The Ecologist's (The
Ecologist, 1972) ``Blueprint for Survival,''
Schumacher's (Schumacher, 1973) ``Small is
Beautiful'' and, more recently, the Brundtland
Commission (WCED, 1987; Conroy and Lit-
vino�, 1988). Statements of intent on global
environmental problems issued following the
1992 Earth Summit, including Agenda 21 and
the Deserti®cation Convention, strongly advo-
cate as solutions a combination of government
decentralization, devolution to local commu-
nities of responsibility for natural resources
held as commons, and community participation
(Holmberg, Thompson and Timberlake, 1993).
Such approaches Ð evident in the policies and

programs of national governments, donor
agencies and nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) Ð argue for ``co-management'', or an
appropriate sharing of responsibilities for nat-
ural resource management between national
and local governments, civic organizations, and
local communities (Adams and McShane, 1992;
Berkes, 1995; Baland and Platteau, 1996; Bor-
rini-Feyerabend, 1996).
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The practical implementation of community-
based natural resource management (CBNRM)
initiatives, however, has frequently fallen short
of expectations. A number of reasons have been
identi®ed, including a tendency (despite rheto-
ric to the contrary) for the ``intended bene®-
ciaries'' to be treated as passive recipients of
project activities (Pimbert and Pretty, 1995;
Arnstein, 1969); a tendency for projects to be
too short-term in nature and overreliant on
expatriate expertise; and a lack of clear criteria
by which to judge sustainability or success in
meeting conservation or development goals
(Western, Wright and Strum, 1994). Others
suggest that the interests of certain social
groups have been consistently marginalized
(e.g., Hobley, 1992; Sarin, 1995).

In this paper, we seek to complement and
add to this emerging set of critiques and at-
tempts to improve the practice of CBNRM
through a particular focus on institutions as
mediators of people-environment relations. We
see institutions as ``regularised patterns of be-
haviour between individuals and groups in
society'' (Mearns, 1995a, p. 103), rather than
as community-level organizations. Yet the
latter view prevails in current approaches to
CBNRM, when they are concerned with in-
stitutions at all. In the emerging consensus,
community-level organizations are commonly
assumed to regulate the use of relatively ho-
mogeneous environments in the community's
interests. Environmental degradation is as-
sumed to re¯ect a growing lack of synchrony
between the community and its natural envi-
ronment, and the implied solution is to re-
constitute CBNRM organizations so as to
restore harmony to environment-society rela-
tions.

Recent advances in ecological theory suggest,
however, that many more environments than
was previously thought are characterized by
high variability in time and space. This has
important implications for managing natural
resources and environmental risk, and suggests
that understanding environmental change in-
volves looking beyond natural-resource deple-
tion or degradation in the aggregate. Similarly,
local communities may be shown to be dynamic
and internally di�erentiated, and the environ-
mental priorities and natural-resource claims of
social actors positioned di�erently in power
relations may be highly contested. These fac-
tors point to the importance of diverse institu-
tions operating at multiple-scale levels from
micro to macro, which in¯uence who has access

to and control over what resources, and arbi-
trate contested resource claims.

To date, a poor understanding of such dy-
namic institutional arrangements has impeded
practical e�orts in CBNRM. In this paper we
build a conceptual framework to assist such
understanding, both drawing on a review of
relevant theoretical literature and extending
our earlier work on the notion of ``environ-
mental entitlements'' (Leach and Mearns, 1991;
Mearns, 1995b, 1996a). This framework seeks
to elucidate how ecological and social dynamics
in¯uence the natural-resource management ac-
tivities of diverse groups of people, and how
these activities in turn help to produce and to
shape particular kinds of environment. Rather
than framing environmental problems simply in
terms of aggregate population pressure on a
limited natural-resource base, a more disag-
gregated entitlements approach considers the
role of diverse institutions in mediating the re-
lationships between di�erent social actors, and
di�erent components of local ecologies. The
insights derived from such analysis can help
target external interventions more e�ectively,
whether the objectives are to protect and pro-
mote the environmental entitlements of partic-
ular social groups, or to foster particular
environmental outcomes. Such forms of inter-
vention, we argue, may involve a much more
diverse range of institutions than have been
addressed in CBNRM e�orts to date. We il-
lustrate these arguments with reference to re-
cent case study research on community-based
or co-management initiatives in the ®elds of
forestry in Ghana, protected areas in South
Africa, and watershed development in India.

The paper is organized as follows. Following
an introduction to the case studies (Section 2),
Section 3 considers prevailing assumptions
underlying approaches to CBNRM, and ®nds
that they are ¯awed in their characterizations of
communities and their local environments. It
reviews the theoretical foundations of these
characterizations in the social and ecological
sciences respectively, and o�ers alternative
perspectives from contemporary debates on
social and ecological dynamics and heteroge-
neity. In Section 4, we outline the basis of our
environmental entitlements framework, tracing
its origins in the broader entitlements literature,
de®ning terms, and specifying the distinguish-
ing features of our own approach. Section 5
discusses in more detail the way we conceive of
institutions, since these are the factors operat-
ing at di�erent scale levels that undergird enti-
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tlement relations. Our understanding of insti-
tutions is enriched by the alternative perspec-
tives on community and ecology reviewed in
Section 3, and leads us to a view of institutional
change that takes seriously both history and
power relations. Section 6 shows how the in-
stitutional dynamics that are at the core of the
environmental entitlements framework also
powerfully in¯uence environmental change it-
self. The paper concludes by considering some
implications of the analysis for policy and
practice in CBNRM.

2. THE CASE STUDIES

To illustrate the arguments in this paper we
draw on three case studies which applied the
environmental entitlements framework to
questions of CBNRM in di�erent regions, and
concerning di�erent environmental issues.

In South Africa, research focused on the
management of wildlife and protected areas.
Community-based approaches to biodiversity
conservation, including ``integrated conserva-
tion and development projects'' (ICDPs), are
now widely pursued internationally. In the new
political context of South Africa, these con-
cerns interlock with a growing emphasis on
community participation, with local communi-
ties now expected to be involved in decisions
from which they were previously excluded. Yet
major questions remain about how such pro-
cesses work in practice, especially where con-
¯icts over land and resource use are much in
evidence. In this light, the case study examined
how the interaction of social and ecological
dynamics a�ects the livelihoods of the rural
people who live near the Mkambati nature re-
serve on the Eastern Cape's Wild Coast, and
how their resource use in turn helps to shape
the local environment (Kepe, 1997a, b).1 Dif-
ferent people derive livelihoods from varied
natural-resource use and management activi-
ties, both within and outside the reserve,
ranging from game hunting, livestock and crop
production, to the collection of thatch grasses,
medicinal plants and marine resources. Analy-
sis using the environmental entitlements
framework showed how access to and control
over these resources is mediated by a set of
interacting and overlapping institutions, both
formal and informal, which are embedded in
the political and social life of the area. Certain
resource use practices result in ecological out-
comes which are detrimental to others' liveli-

hoods; for instance burning land for grazing
destroys the thatch grass collected by women.
Yet other resource uses are more mutually
compatible; thatch grass collection appears to
be in tune with many nature conservation ob-
jectives. An understanding of this complex set
of institutional relationships, by making con-
¯icts and complementarities explicit, is shown
to be a vital precursor to exploration of any co-
management options for the nature reserve
area.

In Ghana's forestry sector, following a his-
tory of reserve-based, exclusionary approaches,
there is currently much interest among gov-
ernment agencies and NGOs in community-
based and co-management approaches which
involve local communities in forest manage-
ment and conservation. These concerns echo
recent international debates concerning joint
forest management. Yet important questions
remain about the diversity of interests in and
claims over forest resources, the institutions
which underlie these claims, and the implica-
tions of di�erent activities for forest cover and
quality change. The case study explored these
issues in two villages in the forest-savanna
transition zone of Wenchi District, Brong
Ahafo Region (A®korah-Danquah,
1997, 1998).2 Livelihoods here make use of a
wide range of nontimber forest products, ®eld
and tree crops such as cocoa, with strong dif-
ferentiation by gender and between long-term
residents and recent immigrants. Ecological
debates about this area counterpose the domi-
nant view that human activities cause progres-
sive savannization of forests, with competing
views that the forest-savanna boundary is rel-
atively stable, and even that people can assist
forest formation. Analysis using the environ-
mental entitlements framework showed that
ecological outcomes vary for di�erent parts of
the landscape, depending on the institutional
arrangements a�ecting particular social actors.
Thus while land-owning farmers frequently
enhance forest cover through hoeing practices,
tree preservation and fallow enrichment, recent
immigrants, food-cropping under insecure land
tenancy arrangements, have at times contrib-
uted to savannization and soil degradation (see
also Amanor, 1993). Equally, diverse practices
in farming and nontimber forest product col-
lection have a�ected the quality of forest
patches. An understanding of socially di�eren-
tiated practices and the institutions which un-
derlie them is shown to be an essential basis for
e�ective interventions in the forestry ®eld.
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In India, participatory watershed develop-
ment is now widely espoused by governmental
and nongovernmental organizations alike, with
the support of donor agencies. Considerable
progress has been made recently, for example,
in bringing about greater convergence in the
historically di�erent approaches of the central
Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of
Rural Areas and Employment, and in ac-
knowledging (as NGOs have more readily
done) the importance of building local institu-
tional capacity. Yet even current best practice
in operational approaches frequently meets
with only partial success, while important
questions are being raised about the terms of
participation and the distribution of bene®ts in
socially highly divided local settings. This case
study focused on a community-based, micro-
watershed development project in the Aravalli
hills in Udaipur district, Rajasthan, imple-
mented by the NGO Seva Mandir (Ahluwalia,
1997, 1998).3 It used the environmental en-
titlements approach to evaluate how residents
of the seven hamlets in the project area expe-
rienced the project's activities and impacts.
Nayakheda is characterized by strong social
di�erentiation along axes of caste and tribe,
gender and wealth, linked to a number of ma-
jor occupational divisions (e.g., pastoralism
and agriculture). Seva Mandir's conscious in-
vestments in building up local capabilities and
social capital have successfully facilitated
``community'' action across these divides in the
context of local political struggles: for instance,
when Nayakheda residents united in a land
struggle in opposition to a local mine-owner,
and in the election of a tribal as leader of the
local panchayat council. Natural resource
management however remains an arena of
con¯ict. Environmental entitlements analysis
showed, for instance, how bene®ts from soil
and moisture conservation have depended on
the initial distribution of landholdings in rela-
tion to micro-topography, with certain private
landholders gaining disproportionately. While
many private landholders support the enclo-
sure of commons, women have su�ered from
reduced local fuelwood entitlements and live-
stock rearers from reduced access to and
availability of grazing. An understanding of
social di�erence in natural resource manage-
ment is shown to be essential if interventions
are to support the claims of those otherwise
excluded, and are to shape processes of land-
scape change that stand to bene®t more than a
powerful minority.

3. INTERROGATING ASSUMPTIONS IN
COMMUNITY-BASED NATURAL RE-

SOURCE MANAGEMENT

Our environmental entitlements framework
is in part a critical response to key aspects of
the CBNRM consensus, so we begin by clari-
fying what is implied by this consensus. At least
super®cially, recent approaches to CBNRM
appear as diverse as their varied implementing
agencies and natural-resource settings, yet they
rest on a set of common assumptions about
community, environment, and the relationship
between them. In broad terms, these applied to
all the CBNRM interventions with which our
case study research engaged.

One fundamental assumption is that a dis-
tinct community exists. While de®nitions vary,
approaches commonly focus on ``the people of
a local administrative unit. . . of a cultural or
ethnic group. . . or of a local urban or rural
area, such as the people of a neighbourhood or
valley'' (IUCN/WWF/UNEP, 1991, p. 57).
Such communities are seen as relatively ho-
mogeneous, with members' shared characteris-
tics distinguishing them from ``outsiders.''
Sometimes social di�erence within communities
is acknowledged, and explicit e�orts are made,
using participatory rural appraisal methods, for
example, to specify the implications for project
interventions. But all too often it is implied that
the public airing of con¯ict is su�cient, and
that social consensus and solidarity will neces-
sarily result (Mosse, 1994).

Equally fundamental is the assumption of a
distinct, and relatively stable, local environ-
ment (usually not de®ned) which may have
succumbed to degradation or deterioration, but
has the potential to be restored and managed
sustainably. The community is seen as the ap-
propriate body to carry out such restoration
and care, and is envisaged as being capable of
acting collectively toward common environ-
mental interests. For instance ``primary envi-
ronmental care'', a term coined to encapsulate
a range of operational experiences in the ®eld of
CBNRM, has been de®ned as: ``a process by
which local groups or communities organise
themselves with varying degrees of outside
support so as to apply their skills and know-
ledge to the care of natural resources and en-
vironment while satisfying livelihood needs''
(Pretty and Guijt, 1992, p. 22).

A common image underlying these ap-
proaches is of harmony, equilibrium or balance
between community livelihoods and natural
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resources, at least as a goal. Indeed, frequently,
the assumption is made Ð either implicitly or
explicitly Ð that such harmony existed in for-
mer times until ``disrupted'' by other factors.
Assumptions, in this way, are linked together
within what Roe (1991, 1995) has termed de-
velopment narratives; ``stories'' about the
world which frame problems in particular ways
and in turn suggest particular solutions. Fre-
quently, the narrative focuses on population
growth as the key force disrupting sustainable
resource management. Indeed, many of the
analyses of people-environment relations which
inform CBNRM conceive of the relationship as
a simple, linear one between population and
resource availability, a�ected only by such
factors as level of technology (Ehrlich and
Ehrlich, 1991). Population growth is seen as
triggering generalized resource over-exploita-
tion, leading to generalized poverty and further
environmental degradation, which feed each
other in inexorable downward spirals (e.g.,
Durning, 1989, etc.). Other versions of the
narrative modify this Malthusian model, seeing
a functional community as having once regu-
lated resource use and technology so that so-
ciety and environment remained in equilibrium.
But various factors Ð whether the breakdown
of traditional authority, commercialization,
modernity, social change and new urban aspi-
rations, the immigration of stranger popula-
tions, or the intrusion of inappropriate state
policies Ð may have weakened or broken down
the e�ectiveness of such regulation. In either
case, what is required is to bring community
and environment back into harmony: ``policies
that bring human numbers and life-styles into
balance with nature's capacity'' (IUCN/WWF/
UNEP, 1991). This requires either the recovery
and rebuilding of traditional, collective
resource management institutions, or their
replacement with new ones; for instance by the
community management plans and village en-
vironmental committees so often associated
with CBNRM.

Versions of this narrative are to be found in
all three case study sites, where they help justify
the approaches taken in current project inter-
ventions. For example, dominant narratives in
Ghana's transition zone hold that the break-
down of traditional organizations and forest-
conserving religious practices, and accelerating
commercialization and immigration, have dis-
rupted earlier harmony between communities
and extensive forest vegetation, leading to for-
est loss and savannization. In Rajasthan, a

narrative of vegetation decline and ``deserti®-
cation'' encouraged by population pressure and
unregulated resource use justi®es the perceived
need to re-green the hills through watershed
development programs intended to bring com-
munities back into harmony with their local
environments.

We do not dispute all elements of these nar-
ratives in CBNRM, nor the strategic value
which they may carry in certain contexts (see
Li, 1996). We do argue, however, that their
oversimpli®cation and ¯awed basic assump-
tions mean they serve as poor and misleading
guides for translation into operational strate-
gies and programs. We now develop this ar-
gument by addressing some of their
foundations respectively in social and ecologi-
cal theory, and by raising alternative perspec-
tives put forward in recent theoretical debates.

(a) Community, social di�erence and dynamics

The assumption that communities can be
treated as static, relatively homogeneous enti-
ties so often implicit in today's CBNRM liter-
ature has identi®able roots in much earlier
social theory. Early sociology and anthropolo-
gy conceived of society as a bounded object or
closed social system analogous to an organism.
Individual members were seen as united by
culture into ``moral communities'' sharing
common interests and mutual dependence. The
related ideas of structural-functionalism (e.g.,
Radcli�e-Brown, 1952; Fortes and Evans-
Pritchard, 1940), also ®nd strong echoes in re-
cent approaches to CBNRM. Social structure
was seen to drive rules which unproblematically
governed people's behavior and maintained
social order, and to comprise parts that inter-
locked functionally to ful®ll society's needs and
maintain an equilibrium. Change to this
equilibrial state was conceived of mainly as
being a result of external factors that precipi-
tated breakdown and dysfunction, much as in
CBNRM narratives.

A dominant approach in ecological anthro-
pology and cultural ecology, especially in the
1950s and 1960s, saw such functionally inte-
grated societies as also functionally integrated
with their environment; in much the same way
that CBNRM portrays community and envi-
ronment as (once or potentially) linked in
harmonious equilibrium. At the extreme, soci-
ety was seen as adapted to the environment
through homeostatic feedback loops which
ensured that resource use did not disrupt the
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ecological balance (e.g., Rappaport, 1968).
Social structure and institutions, such as tra-
ditional authority and ritual, were seen as
maintaining this functional adaptation, often
over and above the consciousness of commu-
nity members.

Social science debates and empirical work
have, however, fundamentally questioned
many of these suppositions. First, a large body
of work concerned with social di�erence has
highlighted the ways that gender, caste, wealth,
age, origins, and other aspects of social identity
divide and crosscut so-called ``community''
boundaries. This work emphasizes how diverse
and often con¯icting values and resource pri-
orities Ð rather than shared beliefs and inter-
ests Ð pervade social life and may be struggled
and ``bargained'' over (e.g., Carney and Watts,
1991; Leach, 1994; Moore, 1993). Feminist
work especially has shown clearly how institu-
tions can shape and reproduce relations of
unequal power and authority (e.g., Kabeer and
Subrahmanian, 1996; Goetz, 1996). Now com-
monplace in social science literature, and long
integral to the critique of ``community devel-
opment'' approaches in development studies
more generally (e.g., Holdcroft, 1984), serious
attention to social di�erence and its implica-
tions has been remarkably absent from the re-
cent wave of ``community'' concern in
environmental policy debates.

Second, and closely related, has been a sus-
tained critique of structural and structural-
functionalist approaches from a perspective
that emphasizes actors, action and agency; a
broad shift in theoretical emphasis echoed in
more recent ecological anthropology (see
Nyerges, 1997). Communities cannot be treated
as static, rule-bound wholes, since they are
composed of people who actively monitor, in-
terpret and shape the world around them (e.g.,
Long and van der Ploeg, 1989; Long and Long,
1992). Linking agency and structure empha-
sises how structures, rules and norms emerge as
products of people's practices and actions,
both intended and unintended. These structural
forms subsequently shape people's action; not
by strict determination but by providing ¯exi-
ble orientation points which may either con-
strain or enable what is possible. While some
routinized action serves to reproduce struc-
tures, rules and institutions, other action has
agency, serving to change the system and per-
haps, in time, remake new rules (Giddens,
1984; Bryant and Jary, 1991; Bebbington,
1994).

Such a perspective conceives of social change
very di�erently from the CBNRM narrative of
external disruption to a static society or com-
munity. Rather, history is seen as a manifold
process of interaction between external and
internal actions and events, in which contin-
gencies and path-dependency play a signi®cant
part.

These perspectives do not reject the notion of
``community'' altogether, but rather contextu-
alize it by describing a more or less temporary
unity of situation, interest or purpose. For in-
stance, people in the Indian case study area are
divided among at least seven multicaste and
multitribe hamlets, drawn from three di�erent
revenue villages, and associated with di�erent
occupations and resource priorities. Whether or
not they are regarded as comprising a single
community depends on one's perspective and
scale of analysis. They may sometimes appear
as a larger, united community, for instance
when village committee members represent
Nayakheda to the NGO project sta�, or in
apparently uniting to support the tribal mem-
ber's election to the local Panchayat council
(FranzeÂn, 1996). Such representations of wider
community are arguably best seen as actively
created and manipulated by powerful people
for particular (and not necessarily shared)
purposes, or at least as the contingent and
temporary outcome of dynamic interaction
between di�erentiated social actors.

(b) Dynamic ecologies

The science of ecology over much of the 20th
century Ð including the science that has in¯u-
enced CBNRM Ð has been built upon notions
of equilibrium, balance, harmony and func-
tional order, showing notable parallels with
structural-functionalist theories in the social
sphere. But, just as there are problems with
structural-functional explanations of commu-
nity and social relations, so interpretations of
nature and environment based on assumptions
of balance and system regulation are subject to
dispute.

Key concepts in ecological science have in-
cluded gradual, linear change, homeostatic
regulation of systems and stable equilibrium
points or cycles (Cherrett, 1987; McIntosh,
1985; Pimm, 1991); concepts grounded in a
notion of the ``balance of nature'' deriving from
much longer traditions of thought about the
natural world (Worster, 1985, 1993). Dominant
theories of vegetation succession, population
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modeling, ecosystem functioning, or species-
area relationships all have equilibrium as-
sumptions at the core of their models and, not
surprisingly, their ®ndings and applied man-
agement recommendations (Botkin, 1990;
Zimmerer, 1994). Thus succession theory has
emphasized linear vegetation change and the
idea of a stable and natural climax. Since
Clements's early work in the United States
(Clements, 1916), this has become the principal
guide for managing rangelands and forests, the
benchmark against which environmental
change is assessed. In the Ghana case study, for
instance, semi-deciduous forest has been seen
as the natural climax vegetation, and its resto-
ration has been identi®ed as a key management
objective. Equally, models of population dy-
namics identi®ed carrying capacities and max-
imum sustained yield levels for managed
animal populations, using calculations based
on assumptions of predictable and linear
growth patterns in stable environments
(Caughley, 1977). Management regimes for
domestic livestock, wildlife and ®sheries popu-
lations have been devised according to such
assumptions; they have, for instance, informed
the enclosure strategies for grazing and fodder
management promoted in the India case study.
At the same time, following the classic work by
Odum (1953), ecosystem theory has focused on
the system regulation of ¯ows and so how en-
vironmental impacts are assessed. The as-
sumption is that natural systems are
homeostatically regulated and, if disturbed,
such regulation may collapse with detrimental
consequences. Finally, conservation biology
has claimed a stable relationship between spe-
cies diversity and area (MacArthur and Wilson,
1967) and so a basis on which biodiversity
policy could be created and protected areas
could be designed. For example, in South Af-
rica a control-oriented protected area policy
has dominated conservation thinking for much
of the 20th century, resulting in an exclusionary
approach to national park and nature reserve
management (Carruthers, 1995).

While there have always been disputes within
each of these areas of theory, the period since
the 1970s has seen a sustained challenge from
the emergence of key concepts making up non-
equilibrium theory and, more broadly, what
has been termed the ``new ecology'' (e.g., Bot-
kin, 1990). Three themes stand out from these
new approaches (see Scoones, forthcoming).
First, an understanding of variability in space
and time, which has led to work on time-series

population analysis, stochastic and dynamic
modeling (Hastings et al., 1993; Elner and
Turchin, 1995) and an interest in the relation-
ships between disturbance regimes and spatial
patterning from patches to landscapes (e.g.,
Kolasa and Pickett, 1991; Turner, 1989). Sec-
ond, nonequilibrium perspectives suggested a
need to explore the implications of scaling on
dynamic processes, which has lead to work on
hierarchies and scale relationships in ecosys-
tems analysis (Allen and Hoekstra, 1991;
O'Neill et al., 1986; Dunning and Stewart,
1995). Third, a recognition of the importance of
history on current dynamics has led to work on
environmental change at a variety of time scales
(Worster, 1990; Williams, 1994). The latter
parallels the historical emphasis of much recent
social theory, and invites analytical attention to
the historical relationships between environ-
mental and social change (Mearns, 1991).

These ecological themes have prompted in-
creased interest in understanding dynamics and
their implications for management. For exam-
ple, recent thinking in ecology informs our
understanding of the key relationship between
savanna grassland and forest areas. For both
the Ghana and South Africa case study sites,
this is an important issue, as di�erent products
and di�erent environmental values are associ-
ated with forests and grasslands. The conven-
tional, equilibrial interpretation of succession
theory sees forest as a later successional form,
closer to natural ``climax'' vegetation, and the
presence of grasslands as evidence of degrada-
tion from a once-forested state. This linear in-
terpretation of vegetation dynamics has a
major in¯uence on the way such landscapes are
viewed by policy makers and others (Fairhead
and Leach, 1996, 1998). But in some areas
forest and savanna may be better seen as al-
ternative vegetation states in¯uenced by multi-
ple factors. Despite powerful environmental
narratives to the contrary, there is strong evi-
dence, in both the forest-savanna transition
zone of Ghana and the coastal grasslands of the
former Transkei in South Africa, that forest or
woodland areas have been increasing in places
over the century timescale as a result of a
combination of disturbance events (Fairhead
and Leach, 1998 for Ghana; Feeley, 1987 for
South Africa). Changes in soils, shifts in fal-
lowing systems, manipulation of ®re regimes,
alterations in grazing patterns, and climatic
rehumidi®cation have combined to change the
relationship between forests and grasslands.
This dynamic interaction is thus less the
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outcome of a predictable pattern of linear
succession, but more a result of combinations
of contingent factors, conditioned by human
intervention, sometimes the active outcome of
management, and often the result of unin-
tended consequences.

With a view of ecology that stresses spatial
and temporal variability, dynamic, nonequilib-
rial processes and histories of disturbance
events, a di�erent view of the landscape
emerges: a landscape that is transforming, not
simply degrading, and one which is emerging as
a product of both social and ecological history,
not simply the result of deterministic patterns
of environmental change.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL ENTITLEMENTS

We have argued, then, that communities
cannot be treated as static or undi�erentiated,
made up as they are of active individuals and
groups. The environment, equally, needs to be
disaggregated into its constituent parts, and
viewed dynamically. These dynamic, di�erenti-
ated views have important implications for
analyzing the links between people and envi-
ronment, raising a very di�erent set of ques-
tions from those addressed by conventional
narratives around CBNRM. We need to ask,
for instance, which social actors see what
components of variable and dynamic ecologies
as resources at di�erent times? How do di�erent
social actors gain access to and control over
such resources? How does natural resource use
by di�erent social actors transform di�erent
components of the environment?

To address such questions we draw on en-
titlements analysis, an approach ®rst developed
by Amartya Sen to explain how it is that people
can starve in the midst of food plenty as a result
of a collapse in their means of command over
food (Sen, 1981). Undue emphasis on aggregate
food availability, Sen argues, diverts attention
from the more fundamental issue of how par-
ticular individuals and groups of people gain
access to and control over food. Thus ``scarcity
is the characteristic of people not having en-
ough..., it is not the characteristic of there not
being enough. While the latter can be the cause
of the former, it is one of many causes'' (Sen,
1981, p. 1).

By analogy, entitlements analysis is useful in
explaining how the consequences of environ-
mental change in general, and access to and
control over natural resources in particular, are

also socially di�erentiated (Leach and Mearns,
1991; Mearns, 1995b, 1996a). Just as with the
food and famine debate, the environmental
debate has been dominated by a supply-side
focus, often giving rise to Malthusian interpr-
etations of natural-resource depletion and de-
gradation. But, as Sen observed, absolute lack
of resources may be only one of a number of
reasons for people not gaining access to the
resources they need for sustaining livelihoods.
It is important not to polarize this distinction
excessively, however; as others have pointed
out in the context of famine analysis, resource
availability and access are often interconnected.
Con¯icts over access often intensify when the
resources in question become scarce in absolute
terms (Devereux, 1988; Nolan, 1993).

Before exploring our own ``extended en-
titlements'' approach, applied to environmental
questions, it is worth revisiting Sen's work to
clarify concepts and establish any key distinc-
tions. In explaining how command over food,
rather than overall availability, is key in ex-
plaining famine, Sen emphasized entitlements
in the descriptive sense. The term entitlements
therefore does not refer to people's rights in a
normative sense Ð what people should have Ð
but the range of possibilities that people can
have. In Sen's words, entitlements represent:
``the set of alternative commodity bundles that
a person can command in a society using the
totality of rights and opportunities that he or
she faces'' (Sen, 1984, p. 497). They arise
through a process of mapping, whereby en-
dowments, de®ned as a person's ``initial own-
ership'', for instance, of land or labor power,
are transformed into a set of entitlements. Ac-
cording to Sen, entitlement mapping is ``the
relation that speci®es the set of exchange en-
titlements for each ownership bundle'' (Sen,
1981, p. 3). In Sen's work, these entitlement
relations may be based on such processes as
production, own-labor, trade, inheritance or
transfer (Sen, 1981, p. 2). Sen's concern was
therefore to examine how di�erent people gain
entitlements from their endowments and so
improve their well-being or capabilities, a de-
scriptive approach to understanding how, un-
der a given legal setting, people do or do not
survive.4

Some elements of Sen's otherwise useful
framework are too restrictive in the environ-
mental context, however (see also Gasper,
1993; Gore, 1993; Devereux, 1996). First, at
least in his early work, he focuses almost
exclusively on entitlement mapping Ð how
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endowments are transformed into entitlements
Ð and pays limited attention to endowment
mapping Ð how people gain endowments. In-
stead of assuming that endowments are simply
given, an extended framework would focus on
how both people's endowments and en-
titlements arise, a possibility recognized by Sen
in later work (DreÁze and Sen, 1989, p. 23).
Second, Sen is principally concerned with
command over resources through market
channels, backed up by formal legal property
rights. Although in later work (e.g., Sen,
1984, 1985; DreÁze and Sen, 1989, p. 11), the
idea of ``extended entitlements'' is introduced,
it is unclear whether the concept is restricted
only to mechanisms governing the intrahouse-
hold distribution of resources or whether it also
includes other institutional mechanisms. In our
view, Sen's version of ``extended entitlements''
does not go far enough. Since there are many
ways of gaining access to and control over re-
sources beyond the market, such as kin net-
works, and many ways of legitimating such
access and control outside the formal legal
system, such as customary law, social conven-
tions and norms, it seems appropriate to extend
the entitlements framework to the whole range
of socially sanctioned, as well as formal legal
institutional mechanisms for resource access
and control (Gore, 1993).

Given these concerns, we adopt the following
de®nitions of key terms.5 First, endowments
refer to the rights and resources that social ac-
tors have.6 For example, land, labour, skills and
so on. Second, entitlements, following Gasper
(1993), refer to legitimate e�ective command
over alternative commodity bundles. More spe-
ci®cally, environmental entitlements refer to al-
ternative sets of utilities derived from
environmental goods and services over which
social actors have legitimate e�ective command
and which are instrumental in achieving well-
being.7 The alternative set of utilities that
comprise environmental entitlements may in-
clude any or all of the following: direct uses in
the form of commodities, such as food, water,
or fuel; the market value of such resources, or
of rights to them; and the utilities derived from
environmental services, such as pollution sinks
or properties of the hydrological cycle. En-
titlements, in turn, enhance people's capabili-
ties, which are what people can do or be with
their entitlements. For example, command over
fuel resources derived from rights over trees
gives warmth or the ability to cook, and so
contributes to well-being.

There is nothing inherent in a particular en-
vironmental good or service that makes it a
priori either an endowment or an entitlement.
Instead, the distinction between them depends
on empirical context and on time, within a cy-
clical process. What are entitlements at one
time may, in turn, represent endowments at
another time period, from which a new set of
entitlements may be derived.

An emphasis on the ``e�ectiveness'' or oth-
erwise of command over resources highlights
two issues. First, resource claims are often
contested, and within existing power relations
some actors' claims are likely to prevail over
those of others. Second, certain social actors
may not be able to mobilize some endowments
(e.g., capital, labor) that are necessary in order
to make e�ective use of others (e.g., land). For
instance, kinship-based institutions that regu-
late command over labor may embody power
relations structured around gender and age,
that leave young men, and especially young
women, strongly disadvantaged in their ability
to control their own labor and to call on that of
others.

By ``legitimate'' we refer not only to com-
mand sanctioned by a statutory system but also
to command sanctioned by customary rights of
access, use or control, and other social norms.
In some cases, these sources of legitimacy might
con¯ict, and di�erent actors may espouse dif-
ferent views of the legitimacy or otherwise of a
given activity. In the South Africa case study,
communities surrounding Mkambati are legally
prevented from hunting game within the gov-
ernment-owned reserve. Nevertheless, groups
of young men, with active encouragement from
local civic organizations and/or the tacit bless-
ing of their local chief, depending on his current
political stance vis-a-vis the local authorities,
regularly hunt within the reserve. They justify
their actions by calling on customary rights,
locally referred to as ukujola, which are based
on historical claims predating the gazetting of
the protected area, and which amount to le-
gitimized poaching.8

Figure 1 links together in diagrammatic form
those elements of our environmental en-
titlements framework discussed so far. An un-
di�erentiated ``environment'' has been replaced
by one that is disaggregated into particular
environmental goods and services. Their dis-
tribution, quality and quantity are in¯uenced
by ecological dynamics (see Section 3 above)
which are in part shaped by human action
(discussed in Section 6 below). The relationship
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between a given ``community,'' made up of
di�erentiated social actors (see Section 3
above), and the changing ecological landscape,
can be analyzed in terms of the ways di�erent
social actors gain capabilities, or a sense of
well-being, by acquiring legitimate, e�ective
command over resources through processes of
endowment and entitlement mapping. Endow-
ments for particular social actors are distinct
from environmental goods and services (which
are given ``in nature''), and so lie outside the
ellipse in Figure 1 that represents environmen-
tal goods and services. By contrast, capabilities
are attributes of particular social actors, and so
are included within rather than lying outside
the ellipse representing di�erentiated social ac-
tors.

Our analysis has led us away from a focus on
the particular endowments, entitlements and
capabilities of a given social actor at a given
moment, since these represent only a snapshot
in time. Instead, our analysis focuses principally
on the dynamic mapping processes that underlie
each of these static sets, which are mediated by

various forms of institutions (appearing to the
right of Figure 1) operating at a range of scale
levels from the macro to the micro. Section 5
examines in more detail what we mean by in-
stitutions, since they are central to our frame-
work. The relationships among these
institutions and between scale levels is of central
importance in in¯uencing which social actors Ð
both those within the community and those at
some considerable remove from it Ð gain access
to and control over local resources. In turn they
in¯uence the uses to which resources are put and
the ways they are managed, and thus progres-
sively help to modify and shape the landscape
over time (see Section 6). The environmental
entitlements framework therefore links both
macro and the micro levels of concern. It situ-
ates ``a disaggregated (or `micro') analysis of the
distinctive positions and vulnerabilities of par-
ticular [social actors] in relation to the `macro'
structural conditions of the prevalent political
economy'' (Jenkins, 1997, p. 2).

In various ways our three case studies illus-
trate the interactions among institutions at

Figure 1. Environment entitlements framework.
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di�erent scale levels, and the ways they cir-
cumscribe the resource claims and management
practices of di�erent social actors. At the in-
ternational level, for example, the policies of
donor agencies play an important role not only
in directly shaping local approaches to
CBNRM, but also in in¯uencing domestic
macroeconomic policy or governance in ways
that cascade down to a�ect local natural re-
source management. At national or state level,
government policies and legislation are of pri-
mary interest, including land tenure reform
policies, or approaches to forestry and wildlife
conservation and tourism. At progressively
more local levels these intersect with rural
livelihood systems, intrahousehold dynamics,
and so on. But the interrelationships between
scale levels are far from deterministic. Land
claims at the local level may spill over into
national, state or provincial-level politics, for
example, and in¯uence the direction of future
policy and the scope of legally enforceable
rights.

An institutional focus also highlights rela-
tions of power in the mapping processes. Such
issues are notably absent in Sen's analysis
(Watts, 1991), suggesting the need to examine
the degree to which di�erent people can in¯u-
ence decisions about endowments and en-
titlements (Appadurai, 1984). An extended
entitlements approach therefore sees en-
titlements as the outcome of negotiations
among social actors, involving power relation-
ships and debates over meaning (Gore, 1993, p.
452), rather than as simply the result of ®xed,
moral rules encoded in law. To illustrate some
of the types of endowment and entitlement
mapping processes that are of interest in our
case studies, consider the following, simpli®ed
example from Ghana. The particular sets of
endowments, entitlements and capabilities dis-
cussed, and the relevant mediating institutions,
are summarized in Figure 2. In Ghana's forest
zone, the leaves of Marantaceae plants are
commonly collected by women and used and
sold widely for wrapping food, kola nuts and
other products (Falconer, 1990; Agyemang,
1996). The leaves are associated with particular
sites and times within dynamic, variable forest
and forest-savanna ecology. These include dis-
turbed forest sites, moderately burnt forest,
swamps, and abandoned cocoa farms and fal-
lows, especially during the rainy season.

The leaves become endowments Ð people
gain rights over them Ð in di�erent ways de-
pending on whether they lie inside or outside

government-reserved forest. O�-reserve, the
leaves are usually the common property of a
village, with an actor's endowment mapping
depending on village membership. Where they
occur on farmland, collection rights are ac-
quired through membership of, or negotiation
with, the appropriate land-holding family or
farm household. On-reserve, endowment map-
ping depends on the Forest Department's per-
mit system, with women often using established
trading relationships as a source of ®nance for
permits. Without such a permit, leaf-gathering
is illegitimate from the state's perspective, al-
though it may be sanctioned by customary
tenure arrangements grounded in di�erent
de®nitions of reserved land as ancestral farm-
land.

The set of entitlements derived from Mar-
antaceae leaves may include direct use of the
leaves or cash income from their sale. In prac-
tice, most women involved in gathering leaves
prefer to sell them as an important source of
seasonal income. In entitlements mapping, both
labor and marketing issues are important.
Women may have to negotiate with their hus-
bands and co-wives Ð in relation to other farm
work and domestic duties Ð for labor time to
collect the leaves. They ®nd leaf-gathering in
groups more e�ective, so collection depends on
membership of a regular group or on im-
promptu arrangements among kin and friends.
There is frequently competition between groups
for the best sites, as well as competition for
leaves among group members. When disputes
arise, whether between individual women, col-
lection groups, or with forestry o�cials, a
``queen mother of leaf gatherers''Ð appointed
by each village or neighborhood's women
gatherers Ð helps to mediate them. Marketing
e�ectively depends on establishing a regular
relationship with village-based or visiting
traders who will guarantee a reasonable price
even at times of year when the market is
¯ooded. Women frequently invest actively in
maintaining such relationships, for instance
collecting one type of leaf for one buyer, and
another type of leaf for another buyer.

The utilities derived from the cash sale of
Marantaceae leaves contribute to a woman's
capability to ensure that she and her children
are well-fed and to satisfy other cash-dependent
basic needs. In particular, the leaves o�er a
timely source of rainy season income when
money is otherwise scarce. But whether a
woman can keep control of the income, and
how it is used, depends on intrahousehold
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bargaining arrangements, such as negotiations
with husbands and co-wives over expenditure
priorities and responsibilities for providing
food.

A further important addition to Sen's anal-
ysis o�ered by our institutional focus is the
introduction of a dynamic, historical perspec-
tive, over di�erent time scales. Mapping pro-
cesses are not static; indeed the various
elements of the framework as set out so far
continuously change over time. In the process
of actors gaining legitimate, e�ective command
over a resource bundle, negotiations over la-
bour or land may take place which in turn
transform the nature of certain actors' land or
labor rights. Over longer time frames, a process

of commoditization of certain resources might
serve to increase the role of the market as a key
institution in endowment and entitlement
mapping. This dynamic and historical per-
spective therefore informs our interpretation of
endowment and entitlement mapping processes
and, in turn, our approach to the institutional
analysis of environmental change, a subject to
which we now turn.

5. INSTITUTIONS

Since institutional arrangements shape the
processes of endowment and entitlement map-
ping, the way we understand institutions and

Figure 2. Marantaceae leaf collection in southern Ghana.
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institutional change is central to our analytical
framework. For example, several di�erent
kinds of both formal and informal institution
emerged as being important in mediating access
to and control over Marantaceae leaves in
southern Ghana. Consider the case of property
rights, which serve to allocate endowments to
di�erent individuals. On the one hand there are
formal property rights, such as permits to
gather nontimber forest products. These are
issued by the Forest Department, legitimized
by the state, and in principle could be defended
in courts of law. On the other hand there are
also informal or customary property rights,
legitimized by social norms and codes of be-
havior. These are legitimate in the eyes of those
local resource claimants who regard govern-
ment-reserved land as ancestral farmland, but
illegitimate in the eyes of the state. Another
informal institution, the authority vested in the
queen mother of leaf-gatherers, helps mediate
in disputes between forestry o�cials and local
resource claimants on forest-reserve land. The
question of entitlement mapping, or who ulti-
mately gets e�ective command over Mar-
antaceae leaves, is in¯uenced by the interplay of
other formal and informal institutions, includ-
ing the gender division of labor, cooperative
work groups, and trading networks.

So, how should we conceptualize institutions
as part of the environmental entitlements
framework? Several key themes emerge from
recent work on institutions across a range of
disciplines, and here we attempt to clarify our
position in relation to these. First, following
work in new institutional economics, new eco-
nomic history and public choice theory, insti-
tutions can be distinguished from
organizations. If institutions are thought of as
``the rules of the game in society,'' then orga-
nizations may be thought of as the players, or
``groups of individuals bound together by some
common purpose to achieve objectives''
(North, 1990, p. 5). Organizations, such as
schools, NGOs and banks, exist only because
there is a set of ``working rules'' or underlying
institutions that de®ne and give those organi-
zations meaning. Many other institutions have
no single or direct organizational manifesta-
tion, including money, markets, marriage, and
the law, yet may be critical in endowment and
entitlement mapping processes.

Second, and in addition to a clari®cation of
the institution-organization distinction, per-
haps the most enduring contribution of the new
institutional economics is the focus on trans-

action costs as an important factor underlying
institutional change. In this respect, while it
may not o�er a grand theory, the new institu-
tional economics does yield insights that are
useful in suggesting hypotheses to guide em-
pirical research (Harriss, Hunter and Lewis,
1995). For example, the inability of the state
Forest Department to meet the transaction
costs entailed in monitoring and enforcing
controls over access to state-owned forest land
in Rajasthan has arguably exacerbated the rate
of commercial exploitation and subsequent
deforestation. It is now more widely acknowl-
edged that forest cover is more likely to be
maintained under ``joint forest management'',
an institutional arrangement in which man-
agement responsibility is shared between local
communities and the Forest Department, and
in which the information, monitoring and en-
forcement costs are both lowered and borne in
part by local communities themselves. Similar-
ly, in the former Transkei, South Africa, the
type of tenure regime associated with di�erent
types of grazing can be related to the relative
costs and bene®ts of managing exclusion. In
high-value grazing sites, institutional forms
with relatively high transaction costs may per-
sist, while for low-value, highly variable grazing
resources the opposite is most likely (Scoones,
1995).

Some de®nitions of institutions derived from
a transaction costs approach, however, can be
criticized for being tautologous and functiona-
list, resulting, in the extreme, in the de®nition
paraphrased by Harriss, Hunter and Lewis
(1995, p. 7) that: ``existing institutions minimise
transaction costs because transaction cost
minimization is their function.'' The widely-
cited de®nition of institutions by de Janvry,
Sadoulet and Thorbecke (1993, p. 566) Ð
``complexes of norms, rules and behaviors that
serve a collective purpose'' Ð is problematic on
this account, as well as in its tendency to lump
together norms, rules and behavior, discussed
below.

Third, then, our case studies lead us to view
institutions not as the rules themselves, but as
regularized patterns of behavior that emerge
from underlying structures or sets of ``rules in
use.'' While some new institutionalists adopt
this perspective (e.g., Schotter, 1981), it is more
commonly associated with sociological and
anthropological approaches (e.g., Giddens,
1984). Rather than existing as a ®xed frame-
work, ``rules'' are constantly made and remade
through people's practices. This is a perspective
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developed in anthropological literature on
customary law (Chanock, 1985), and in the
work of Berry (1989, 1993) who sees institu-
tions as maintained by (and only existing be-
cause of) people's active ``investment'' in them.
Regularized practices, performed over time,
eventually constitute institutions. Yet, as they
consciously monitor the consequences of past
behavior and the actions of others, di�erent
social actors may choose Ð or be forced Ð to
act in irregular ways. Over time, perhaps as
others similarly alter their behaviour, institu-
tional change may occur. But owing to the
embeddedness of informal institutions, institu-
tional change in society may be a slow, ``path-
dependent'' process, even if formal institutions,
such as legal frameworks, macroeconomic
policies or political regimes, change quickly.

There are also many situations in which be-
havior appears to contravene the rules. In an
insightful critique of Sen's narrow view of the
rules of entitlement, Gore (1993) refers to such
behavior as ``unruly'' social practices, empha-
sizing the ways that di�erent forms of protest
and resistance challenge legal rules governing
people's ability to gain command over com-
modities. But such ``unruly'' practices may well
be bound by di�erent sets of moral/informal
rules (Gore, 1993, p. 446); such situations thus
exemplify instances of competing notions of
legitimacy, in which actual entitlements are in-
¯uenced by the interplay of these competing
rule sets in the context of prevailing power re-
lations. Such an approach recognizes that the
law necessarily operates within a particular
social context, whereby, for example, the judi-
ciary is able to bend the rule of law to favor
selective class, gender or ethnic interests, par-
ticularly in weak states.

Fourth, the distinction between formal and
informal institutions is highlighted by these
analyses. Formal institutions may be thought
of as rules that require exogenous enforcement
by a third-party organization. The rule of law is
an example, usually upheld by the state through
such organizational means as law courts, pris-
ons and so on. Informal institutions, however,
may be endogenously enforced; they are upheld
by mutual agreement among the social actors
involved, or by relations of power and au-
thority between them. Recent work on institu-
tions stresses the socially ``embedded'' nature of
informal institutions, or the multiplicity of in-
stitutional relations in which people are en-
gaged at any one time (Runge, 1986; Mearns,
1996b; Swallow et al., 1997). As argued in the

burgeoning literature on social capital, trust
and networks of civic engagement (e.g., Gam-
betta, 1988; Putnam, Leonardi and Nanetti,
1993; Stewart, 1996; Humphrey and Schmitz,
1996; Mearns, 1996c; Dasgupta, 1996), multiple
involvement may promote mutual assurance
among social actors, promoting cooperation
and collective action. Yet this argument po-
tentially neglects issues of power relations and
the very di�erent meanings that di�erent insti-
tutions may carry for di�erent actors. As Bates
(1995) has emphasized, there is a need to
ground institutional analysis in a theory of
power. While this is currently lacking in much
new institutional economics (but see Bowles
and Gintis, 1993 for a notable exception in the
economics literature), it is strongly present in
other strands of work, for instance in feminist
analysis of institutions (e.g., Kabeer and Sub-
rahmanian, 1996; Goetz, 1996). Many institu-
tions patently do not serve a collective purpose,
even if they may once have done, and di�erent
actors' perceptions of the ``collective good''
depend very much on their social position.
Equally, involvement in some groups may be a
response to inequities in others. A view of in-
stitutions as simply coexisting in benign com-
plementarity may be misleading. Women's
investment in resource-sharing networks with
neighbors, for instance, may in part compen-
sate for their lack of power within the house-
hold. To understand how di�erent actors'
practices are embedded in Ð and help to shape
Ð such a range of formal and informal insti-
tutions necessitates an actor-oriented approach
to understanding institutions (Long and van
der Ploeg, 1994; Nuitjen, 1992), one which
takes an analysis of di�erence and an appreci-
ation of power relations seriously. Our frame-
work therefore seeks to investigate the
embedded nature of formal and informal in-
stitutions, exploring institutional change in an
historical perspective.

6. STRUCTURATION OF THE ENVIRON-
MENT

So far, the presentation of our framework
has focused on how social actors access, use
and bene®t from di�erent components of the
environment, and how an extended en-
titlements approach, coupled with an analysis
of institutions, helps to conceptualize these
processes. But a key set of questions remains,
concerning the ways in which the environment
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is, in turn, shaped and transformed through
people's interactions with it (see the ``feedback
loop'' on the left in Figure 1). In debates
around global environmental change, the de-
gree to which particular landscapes have been
shaped by their inhabitants, as well as by
processes operating at some remove, is often
underrecognized.

As we have argued, CBNRM narratives tend
to conceive of local environments in terms of a
baseline ``natural balance'' or optimum which
human intervention disturbs or degrades over
time, but may be called upon to restore. Our
discussion of new thinking in ecology
(Section 3) criticized this perspective, arguing
for a di�erent view in which environments are
constantly transforming and emerging as the
outcome of dynamic and variable ecological
processes and disturbance events, in constant
interaction with human use. In other words,
environmental conditions at any given time can
be seen as the product of both ecological and
social history. Sections 4 and 5 explained the
social history of environmental use in terms of
institutional dynamics which shape the chang-
ing ways that di�erentiated social actors per-
ceive, use and manage components of the
environment as resources. Some of the ideas in
structuration theory, which we have already
addressed in relation to social and institutional
dynamics, add signi®cantly to our understand-
ing of people±environment interactions
(Redclift and Woodgate, 1994).

Seen in this way, the environment provides a
setting for social action but is also a product of
such action. People's actions and practices,
performed within certain institutional contexts,
may serve to conserve or reproduce existing
ecological features or processes (e.g., maintain
a regular cycle of fallow growth or protect the
existing state of a watershed and its hydrolog-
ical functions). But people may also act as
agents who transform environments (e.g.,
shorten the fallow, altering soils and vegeta-
tion, or plant trees in a watershed). Such
agency may involve precipitating transitions of
ecological state that push ecological processes
in new directions or along new pathways. While
some actions may be intentional, constituting
directed management aimed at particular goals
or transformations, others may be uninten-
tional, yet still have signi®cant ecological con-
sequences.

Over time, the course of environmental
change may be strongly in¯uenced by particu-
lar conjunctures of institutional conditions, or

by the coming together of contingent events
and actions. Practices and actions carried out at
one time Ð under one set of institutional ar-
rangements Ð may leave a legacy that in¯u-
ences the resources available to become
endowments for actors at some future time. For
instance, the farming practices of one group of
people may enduringly alter soil conditions
such that subsequent inhabitants may make use
of these in their farming of di�erent crops,
whether or not they acknowledge this as the
legacy of past farmers. Equally, past actions
in¯uence the possibilities for agency open to
subsequent actors. As present practices build
on the legacies of past ones, so the causality of
environmental change may need to be seen as
cumulative, sequential or path-dependent.

The concept of landscape serves usefully to
encompass these linked ecological and institu-
tional dynamics, with landscape history refer-
ring to the re¯exive relationship between
environmental and social history. In this sense,
our perspective articulates with a large litera-
ture that has explored the idea of landscape in
cultural geography (e.g., Sauer, 1925; Hoskins,
1955; Glacken, 1967; Cosgrove, 1984; Duncan
and Ley, 1993) and in social anthropology (e.g.,
Bender, 1993; Guyer and Richards, 1996).
Considering how regional, national or inter-
national processes articulate with local ones to
shape landscapes over an historical time frame
is also a shared feature of approaches in what
has come to be termed political ecology (e.g.,
Blaikie and Brook®eld, 1987; Bassett, 1988;
Bryant, 1992; Moore, 1993; Peet and Watts,
1996). With some exceptions however, (e.g.,
Rocheleau et al., 1996) these have given rather
less attention to issues of intracommunity so-
cial di�erence. Equally, they have paid rather
little attention to recent theoretical perspectives
in ecology (but see Zimmerer, 1994). Land-
scapes, over time, then, may come to embody
layer upon layer of the legacies of former in-
stitutional arrangements, and of the changing
environmental entitlements of socially di�er-
entiated actors.

This can be illustrated for the Ghana and
South Africa case studies by the resource- and
biodiversity-rich forest patches that are dis-
tinctive features of both landscapes (see Fair-
head and Leach, 1996, 1998 for other cases).
Contrary to strong narratives suggesting a de-
cline in forest cover, it seems that over the 20th
century tree cover has increased on speci®c sites
within the settled landscapes of both the South
African and Ghanaian case study areas. Shifts
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from grassland to wooded area have resulted
from diverse interactions over time between
social actors and ecological processes, in¯u-
enced by institutions. Around settlement sites,
for instance, tree growth has been encouraged
by localized improvements in soil fertility re-
sulting from inhabitants' everyday activities
(gardening, waste deposition, etc.), by livestock
management practices and by ®re protection
regimes such as early-burning. The form and
composition of such woodland patches has
been in¯uenced by management for tree crops
(e.g., cocoa in the Ghana case), and by en-
richment planting with indigenous and exotic
species valued by particular social actors. Such
management patterns have altered over time in
response to changing market opportunities,
labor relations and di�erent social actors' pri-
orities. Frequently, forest patches have endured
even when settlements have been abandoned,
for instance as a result of migration or settle-
ment consolidation, and, at least in the Ghana
case, they are sometimes actively preserved as
burial and ancestral worship sites by the de-
scendants of settlement founders. Understand-
ing such changes in vegetation therefore
requires insights into institutions in¯uencing
settlement patterns, labor organization, ®re and
grazing management, tree product marketing
and so on, and into the ecological legacies left
by actions under each set of institutional ar-
rangements for people's subsequent resource
use and management.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS

In focusing attention on the mapping pro-
cesses by which components of heterogeneous
environments become endowments and en-
titlements of particular social actors, the
framework outlined in this paper has attempted
to provide a dynamic perspective on the role of
institutions in people±environment relations.
Diverse institutions, both formal and informal,
and often acting in combination, shape the
ways in which di�erentiated actors access, use
and derive well-being from environmental re-
sources and services and, in so doing, in¯uence
the course of ecological change. As people in-
teract with each other and with the environ-
ment in the context of these mapping processes,
their actions may, over time, serve to reproduce
particular institutions, but they may also serve
to alter them, and thus to push institutionally

in¯uenced ecological dynamics along new
pathways.

By seeing people±environment relations in
this way, the environmental entitlements
framework o�ers some fundamental challenges
to the ways in which ``community,'' ``environ-
ment'' and the links between them are com-
monly portrayed in the policy narratives
surrounding CBNRM. In so doing, it raises a
number of implications for development
planning and practice.

Conventional approaches to CBNRM are
frequently centered on ``community'' organi-
zations as the main vehicle for their activities.
Yet as environmental entitlements analysis
shows, these may be a very poor re¯ection of
the real institutional matrix within which re-
sources are locally used, managed and con-
tested. Considerable caution is therefore needed
before assuming that new formal organizations
will replicate the assumed successes of indige-
nous systems, or enhance community involve-
ment e�ectively (Mosse, 1997). This paper has
shown, ®rst, how multiple institutions are in-
volved in natural resource management. Most
of these are not dedicated to the purpose or
dependent on it in any functional way Ð
marriage and kinship exchange networks ``do''
many other things besides their role in land
access, for instance Ð yet are important in
mediating the endowments and entitlements of
certain social actors. Second, then, amid this
multiplicity di�erent people rely on di�erent
institutions to support their claims to environ-
mental goods or services. For most activities
they combine sets of claims supported by dif-
ferent institutions; rights to access trees for
woodfuel may be of little use to generate in-
come unless combined with kinbased claims on
labor for wood-cutting and transport, and
trading networks for e�ective marketing. Such
combinations of institutions, operating in con-
cert and at particular historical moments, shape
particular trajectories of environmental change.
Third, many of these institutions are informal,
and consist more in the regularized practices of
particular groups of people than in any ®xed set
of rules; as such they are also dynamic,
changing over time as social actors alter their
behavior to suit new social, political or eco-
logical circumstances. Introduced, formal or-
ganizations may miss Ð or reduce Ð this
¯exibility.

An understanding of social di�erence, and
the diverse institutions which support di�erent
people's endowments, entitlements and envi-
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ronmental management, points toward possi-
bilities for more strategic speci®city in inter-
ventions. If certain institutions can be identi®ed
as supporting the interests of certain social ac-
tors, or as contributing to ``desired'' courses of
ecological change, then they can be targeted by
policy in strategies of institution-building or
support. This would imply agencies moving
away from generalized community support to-
wards far more explicit partiality; what Mehta
(1997) has termed ``aggressive partisanship''.

There is, however, a danger that such tar-
geting becomes, in e�ect, another form of im-
position of formal organization on previously
informal, dynamic arrangements, open to the
same criticisms as apply at a generalized com-
munity level. Indeed, design-oriented responses
almost inevitably gloss over complexity and
dynamism, assuming that steady-states Ð eco-
logical or social Ð are achievable and sup-
portable. Such assumptions may well be
misplaced, as we examine further below. In-
stead, a more ¯exible approach may be needed;
one which, as Mosse (1997) puts it, strategically
supports subordinate groups to enhance access
to and control over resources by taking ``op-
erational clues'' from ongoing struggles,
knowledge and strategies (Li, 1996 p. 515).

In recognition of the ongoing struggles and
con¯icts which pervade natural resource poli-
tics, and as an alternative to the type of ag-
gressive partisanship which ``sides'' with
particular social groups, development agencies
might choose to facilitate negotiation. The aim
here would be to decide on desired ends
through a negotiated process, whether between
an encompassing range of social actors at local
and state level, or between smaller groups of
resource users, depending on the issue in
question. Through negotiation, it might be as-
sumed, con¯icts between users' perspectives
could be laid bare and worked through.

It would clearly be naive however, to assume
that negotiation processes take place on a level
playing ®eld. Indeed, the very idea of negotia-
tion conjures up an image of parties equally
able to voice their positions and argue for them,
which is very far from reality in most of the
situations confronted by CBNRM. Just as
power relations pervade the institutional dy-
namics of everyday resource use, so they would
pervade any negotiation process. Di�erent so-
cial actors have very di�erent capacities to
voice and stake their claims. All negotiation
processes will re¯ect prevailing power relations,
it could be argued; and if powerful groups do

not achieve their desired outcome through open
negotiation, they are likely to do so through
other means.

Empowerment to subordinate groups there-
fore needs to accompany negotiation, through
approaches aimed at enhancing the claims-
making capacity of such groups. Indeed, enti-
tlement failure frequently results less from
people's lack of institutionally grounded
claims, but their incapacity to make claims
``stick'' against those of more powerful actors
in the context of resource struggles. Projects
and public policies may have a role to play in
purposive action to enhance the capabilities of
particular social actors, to protect and promote
both their endowments and their entitlements
(Bradbury, Fisher and Lane, 1995). This is
precisely the approach taken by the NGO Seva
Mandir in Rajasthan, in which direct invest-
ments in adult literacy, leadership training and
other capacities have proven to be of instru-
mental value in building the social capital
needed for natural resource management.
Using the analytical tools of the environmental
entitlements framework, claims-making capac-
ity could even be seen as an endowment, which
social actors combine with other endowments
Ð rights to land, labor and so on Ð in attempts
to achieve e�ective command over environ-
mental goods and services. The challenges for
participatory development initiatives, then, can
be thought of in these terms, whereby the links
between local negotiating capacities and power
relations are ®rmly made. This requires an ap-
proach to participation which takes the dy-
namics of power relations between social actors
involved in the development process seriously
(Nelson and Wright, 1995).

Just as approaches which aim to give strate-
gic support to institutions must confront issues
of con¯ict and power, so they must confront
questions of uncertainty; both social and eco-
logical. Because institutional arrangements are
dynamic, in¯uenced by the ongoing practices
and agency of numerous social actors, as well
as by contingent events in economy and society,
institutional design cannot assume predictable
outcomes. Changes in land law, for instance,
cannot be assumed to have predictable e�ects
on farmers' practices given ongoing changes in
other institutions a�ecting agriculture: market
networks and crop pricing policies or marriage
and gender relations, for instance. From this
perspective, it is clear that strategic institutional
changes Ð such as alterations of legal frame-
works Ð do not necessarily lead to particular
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outcomes. Nevertheless, they can provide al-
tered settings in which people can struggle to
make their claims realized, perhaps with more
chance of success.

Ecological uncertainties compound the
problems already inherent in de®ning desirable
courses of environmental change or sustainable
development. The notion of environmental
sustainability is problematic given the diverse,
partial perspectives of di�erent social actors:
what is to be sustained, and for whom? This is
not to argue that there is no place for consid-
eration of overall resource availability, and for
management processes which aim at increasing
it. Indeed, in some circumstances this might be
important to reduce resource con¯ict. Di�erent
people will have di�erent views, however, as to
which resources or services should be given
priority within overall attempts to enhance
``natural capital''. Recent thinking and non-
equilibrium perspectives in ecology, however,
question the notion that future environmental
states can be planned for in such a way. His-
torical conjunctures of processes and contin-
gent ecological events, can bring about quite
rapid and unpredictable, shifts in landscape
ecology. In this context, management needs to
seek to in¯uence processes rather than to de®ne
states; and in a manner which is adaptive rather
than pre-planned.

We have argued that the image of consensual
communities so frequently presented in the lit-
erature on CBNRM is a poor re¯ection of
empirical reality, and hence a misleading guide
to practical intervention strategies. This is not
to argue, however, that they have no value in a
policy context. There may be contexts in which
certain idealized representations of communi-
ties successfully managing environments at
equilibrium, supported by social harmony,
equality and tradition, can have great strategic

value (Li, 1996). As counternarratives, plan-
ners, analysts and policymakers may be able to
use them in making the case against other,
more dominant narratives or orthodoxies; for
example, to counter an inappropriate emphasis
on state control over resources, or a misplaced
neoliberal agenda stressing privatization and
market liberalization. By providing a legiti-
mating vocabulary for alternative approaches,
such images may be argued to have an impor-
tant role in opening up a space for policy shifts
and new program directions (Li, 1996, p. 506).
Images of consensual, ecologically harmonious
communities are also created (or invented) by
local social actors, as part of ongoing political
relations and struggles over resources in con-
texts of uneven power. An emphasis on the use
of representations of community in institu-
tional dynamics serves to emphasize further
that external development interventions do not
confront a static reality. Rather, they ``o�er
material and symbolic resources for use in the
on-going renegotiation of social relations''
(Mosse, 1997, p. 500).

Thus intervening agencies, whether govern-
ment or nongovernment, are also actors within
this complex nexus of multilayered, institu-
tional dynamics. The type of analysis attempted
here may potentially be most helpful in helping
agencies involved in CBNRM initiatives to re-
¯ect critically on their own roles, and on the
ways they become embroiled Ð wittingly or
unwittingly Ð in the struggles of other actors.
By making institutional interactions explicit,
and by situating these within an understanding
of the dynamics of both social and environ-
mental realms, the environmental entitlements
approach o�ers one route to a more re¯ective,
analytic and, hopefully, e�ective intervention in
this important and challenging area of devel-
opment endeavor.

NOTES

1. This case study, documented more fully in Kepe

(1997a, b), was carried out for the Environmental

Entitlements project by Thembela Kepe, in collabora-

tion with the Programme for Land and Agrarian

Studies, University of the Western Cape, South Africa,

with local supervision from Professor Ben Cousins.

2. The Ghana case study (A®korah-Danquah,

1997, 1998) was carried out by Seth A®korah-Danquah

in collaboration with the Department of Geography and

Resource Development, University of Ghana at Legon,

with local supervision from Professor Edwin Gyasi.

3. The India case study (Ahluwalia, 1997, 1998) was

carried out by Meenakshi Ahluwalia in collaboration with

Seva Mandir and the Institute of Development Studies,

Jaipur, with local supervision from Dr. M.S. Rathore.

4. Within this descriptive framework, Sen had a

broader agenda, deriving from particular moral philo-
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sophical concerns, which point to the injustice in a legal

system which can legally permit people to starve (Sen,

1981). In order to highlight this moral point, Sen did at

times refer to ``entitlements'' in a normative sense, and

initially restricted the notion of entitlements to com-

mand over resources through formal legal arrangements,

thus downplaying other extralegal, informal means of

gaining access to resources (Gore, 1993).

5. These di�er in certain respects from our earlier work

on environmental entitlements (Leach and Mearns,

1991; Mearns, 1995b, 1996a), which did not e�ectively

establish the distinction between endowments and

entitlements (Gasper, 1993).

6. Devereux (1996) identi®es units of analysis as one of

two important sources of ``fuzziness'' in Sen's en-

titlements approach. For Sen the unit of analysis is held

to be the individual, but the analysis may also apply at

the collective level (e.g., household, group, class) by

assuming a notional ``representative individual''. De-

vereux is concerned that this device ``sidesteps the reality

that any group of people is composed of diverse

individuals who are neither homogeneous nor ``repre-

sentative'' (Devereux, 1996, p. 2). We adopt the ``social

actor'' as our unit of analysis, which both meets Sen's

(and Osmani's) requirements and overcomes Devereux's

concern. While ``social actor'' will often refer to an

individual person, it could also refer to a group who

share a certain set of characteristics (e.g., age, class,

gender, caste) held to be important for the particular

entitlement mapping in question. The empirical contexts

with which we are concerned, like Devereux's, are

characterized by property rights that overlap and are

contested. (Devereux identi®es this as the second source

of fuzziness in the entitlements approach). The use of

``social actor'' as the unit of analysis allows for multiple,

complex resource claims to be separately speci®ed to the

level of actors who share similar bundles of claims

without necessarily moving to the level of each individ-

ual person. It is not necessary for analytical purposes to

disaggregate to all possible degrees of di�erence among

social actors in order to demonstrate the importance of

particular forms of entitlement mapping for di�erent

social actors.

7. For the purposes of our analysis, we adopt the

following working de®nitions, based on Leach and

Mearns (1991). Environmental goods refer to the speci®c

source (material and energy natural-resource) inputs

that are essential to sustaining the livelihoods of present

and future generations of people. Environmental services

refer to sink (pollution-absorbing) and other service

functions of the environment (e.g., the hydrological

cycle) that are also essential to sustaining the livelihoods

of present and future generations of people. Environ-

mental goods are resources in the sense that they are

``materials available `in nature' that are capable of being

transformed into things of utility to man [sic]'' (Harvey,

1979, p. 178). As Harvey makes clear, resources can only

be de®ned in relational terms, and are a function of a

knowledge and technology within a given cultural

context.

8. Jenkins (1997) includes a very useful discussion on

questions of illegality and enforceability in the context of

entitlement mapping processes, where forms of legiti-

macy for contested resource claims come into con¯ict

with one another. For our purposes, we maintain the

practical distinction that while endowments may include

various formal and informal rights over resources that

social actors have in principle, entitlements refer to the

sets of utilities they are able to derive in practice.
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